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Abstract We carry out the first theoretical investigation on
yields and the hardest parton splitting of large-radius jets
reclustered from small radius (R = 0.2) anti-kt jets in Pb +
Pb collisions, and confront them with the recent ATLAS mea-
surements. The Linear Boltzmann Transport (LBT) model is
employed for jet propagation and jet-induced medium excita-
tion in the hot-dense medium. We demonstrate that, with their
complex structures, the medium suppression of the reclus-
tered large radius jets at R = 1 is larger than that of inclusive
R = 0.4 jets defined conventionally. The large radius jet
constituents are reclustered with the kt algorithm to obtain
the splitting scale

√
d12, which characterizes the transverse

momentum scale for the hardest splitting in the jet. The large-
radius jet production as a function of the splitting scale

√
d12

of the hardest parton splitting is overall suppressed in Pb + Pb
relative to p + p collisions due to the reduction of jets yields.
A detailed analyses show that the alterations of jet substruc-
tures in Pb + Pb also make significant contribution to the
splitting scale

√
d12 dependence of the nuclear modification

factor RAA. Numerical results for the medium modifications
of the jet splitting angle �R12 and the splitting fraction z are
also presented.

1 introduction

Jet quenching has long been proposed as an excellent probe
of the properties of the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) [1,2],
formed in high-energy heavy-ion collisions, such as those
experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [3–6] and
the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [7–9]. Parton
energy loss in the dense QCD medium can lead to suppres-
sion of the single inclusive hadron spectra at large transverse
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momentum [7–16], shift of γ -hadron [17–23] and dihadron
transverse momentum asymmetry [24–27] in high-energy
heavy-ion collisions. Phenomenological studies of experi-
mental data on these observables at RHIC and LHC have
provided important constraints on the properties of QGP. Jet
transport coefficient q̂ indicating the transverse momentum
broadening squared per unit distance due to jet-medium inter-
action was extracted from a set of single inclusive hadron
spectra by JET Collaboration [28] and from other observ-
ables [29–35].

The fragmentations of large transverse momentum (pT )
quarks or gluons result in groups of angularly-correlated par-
ticles, referred to as jets, which pave a new way to study
the interactions between jet partons and the medium con-
stituents. Production and suppression of fully reconstructed
single jets [5,36–47], di-jets [3,48–53] and γ /Z0-jets [4,54–
60] have also been studied in heavy-ion collisions and they
can provide additional constraints on the jet-medium inter-
action and jet transport coefficient. Investigations on the jet
substructures: jet shape [6,61–66], jet fragmentation func-
tions [67–71], groomed subjets [72–76], and jet-novel subjet
[77] put new insight into the energy-loss process and, ulti-
mately, the properties of the QGP itself. The modifications
of jet fragmentation functions [67–70] as well as jet shape
[6,62] show that larger fraction of jet energy is carried by
soft particles at large distances from the jet axis in Pb + Pb
collisions due to the strong interactions between jet partons
and medium constituents. Angular distributions of charged
particles around the jet axis in Pb + Pb and p + p collisions are
also studied [78–81], which indicate that yields of charged
particles with low transverse momenta are observed to be
increasingly enhanced, while charged particles with high
transverse momenta have a suppressed yield in Pb + Pb colli-
sions at larger distances. However, those jet substructures are
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related to the particle number density which is rather sensi-
tive to hadronization processes and underlying background
contamination of soft particles. Recently, jet spectra mea-
surements are extended to large area jets [82], with an anti-kt
distance parameter R up to 1.0. The new data place further
constraints on the underlying jet quenching mechanisms, as
well as a challenge to theoretical models with considerations
of hadronization effects and large background. Besides, the
grooming technique has been applied in [72–76] by remov-
ing soft wide-angle radiation from the jet, and so far focuses
on the small radius jet.

In this paper we studied jets in Pb + Pb collisions using a
large radius, R = 1.0 with a reclustering procedure adopted
by the recent ATLAS measurements [83]. The R = 1.0 jets
are clustered from small-radius, R = 0.2, anti-kt jets with
pT > 35 GeV/c reconstructed using the standard proce-
dure described in Sect. 3. This procedure limits the impact of
the underlying event but also does not allow recovering the
energy transferred outside the R = 0.2 subjets via jet quench-
ing. The kt jet finding algorithm is used to re-cluster R = 1.0
jet constituents to obtain the kt splitting scales. Therefore,
this measurement studies the hardest parton splittings and is
not so sensitive to the hadronization processes.

In this paper, a Monte Carlo event generator PYTHIA8
[84] is employed to simulate initial hard partons with shower
partons, and the framework of Linear Boltzmann Transport
(LBT) Monte Carlo model [85–89] is used to study the inter-
action and propagation of those partons in hot/dense QGP
medium. With this framework, medium modifications on the
large-radius jet production as well as its hardest parton split-
ting scale in Pb + Pb collisions relative to that in p + p colli-
sions are investigated.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. After
providing a brief introduction to the LBT model in Sect. 2,
we show in Sect. 3 results from LBT on the large-radius
jets as well as its hardest splitting. We present the aver-
aged jet energy loss responsible for the nuclear modifica-
tion factor for large-radius and inclusive jets. The splitting
scale

√
d12 characterizing the hardest splitting of the large

radius jets is investigated in the following in Sect. 3. The
RAA sharply goes down with increasing

√
d12 for small val-

ues of the splitting scale followed by flattening for larger√
d12. The medium modifications of

√
d12 distributions result

from both the reduction of jet yields and the alteration of jet
substructure. We also demonstrate that large radius jets with
small splitting angle and small fragmentation function are
less suppressed. A summary and some discussions are given
in Sect. 4.

2 The Linear Boltzmann Transport model

A Linear Boltzmann Transport (LBT) model is employed
to consider both elastic and inelastic scattering processes of
both the initial jet shower partons and the thermal recoil par-
tons with the quasi-particle in the QGP medium [86–88]. The
elastic scattering process is simulated by the linear Boltz-
mann transport equation,

p1 · ∂ fa(p1) = −
∫

d3 p2

(2π)32E2

∫
d3 p3

(2π)32E3

∫
d3 p4

(2π)32E4

×1

2

∑
b(c,d)

[ fa(p1) fb(p2) − fc(p3) fd (p4)]|Mab→cd |2

×S2(s, t, u)(2π)4δ4(p1 + p2 − p3 − p4) (1)

where fi=a,b,c,d are the phase-space distributions of jet
shower partons, |Mab→cd | are the corresponding elastic
matrix elements which are regulated by a Lorentz-invariant
regulation condition S2(s, t, u) = θ(s > 2μ2

D)θ(−s+μ2
D ≤

t ≤ −μ2
D). μ2

D = g2T 2(Nc +N f /2)/3 is the Debye screen-
ing mass. The inelastic scattering is described by the higher
twist formalism for induced gluon radiation as [90–93],

dNg

dxdk2⊥dt
= 2αsCAP(x)q̂

πk4⊥

(
k2⊥

k2⊥ + x2M2

)2

sin2
(
t − ti
2τ f

)
.

(2)

Here x denotes the energy fraction of the radiated gluon rel-
ative to parent parton with mass M , k⊥ is the transverse
momentum. A lower energy cut-off xmin = μD/E is applied
for the emitted gluon in the calculation. P(x) is the splitting
function in vacuum, τ f = 2Ex(1 − x)/(k2⊥ + x2M2) is the
formation time of the radiated gluons in QGP. The dynamic
evolution of bulk medium is given by 3 + 1D CLVisc hydro-
dynamical model [94,95] with initial conditions simulated
from A Multi-Phase Transport (AMPT) model [96]. Param-
eters used in the CLVisc are fixed by reproducing hadron
spectra with experimental measurements. In LBT model,
αs is the strong coupling constant which is served as the
only one parameter to control the strength of parton-medium
interaction. Based on the previous studies [97], we choose
αs = 0.15 for the following calculations. LBT model has
been well tested that could provide nice description of a series
of jet quenching measurements, from light and heavy flavor
hadrons suppression to single inclusive jets suppression, as
well as bosons-jet correlations [57,58,87,88].

3 Results and analysis

In our calculations, initial hard partons with shower partons
are generated by PYTHIA8 [84], with the infrared (IR) cut-
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off 1 GeV/c, and then those partons will propagate through
the hot-dense medium within LBT [86–88]. In order to
compare with the experimental data, the jet reconstruction
procedures [83] and the underlying event subtraction are
performed following the ATLAS experiment [83,98]. The
small-radius jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algo-
rithm [99] implemented in the FastJet [100] software pack-
age with R = 0.2. Those small-radius jets are accepted in
the rapidity range of |y| < 3.0 and in transverse momen-
tum range of p jet

T > 35 GeV/c. The anti-kt algorithm with
distance parameter R = 1 is used to recluster the small-
radius, R = 0.2 jets. These resulting jets are then referred to
as reclustered large-radius (LR) jets in the following. In the
calculation we impose kinematic cut that |y jet | < 2.0.

The distributions of reclustered LR jets as a function of
jet transverse momentum p jet

T in both p + p and Pb + Pb col-
lisions are calculated at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV and compared

to experimental data [83], as presented in the top panel of
Fig. 1. Distributions of the inclusive R = 0.4 jet are also
plotted with the corresponding experimental data [101]. Our
numerical calculations show well agreements with the exper-
imental data for both inclusive jets and reclustered LR jets in
both p + p and Pb + Pb collisions. An obvious spectra sup-
pression of the inclusive jet as well as the reclustered LR jet in
Pb + Pb collisions relative to p + p collisions can be seen. The
nuclear modification factors of those spectra, RAA, evaluated
as a function of jet transverse momentum p jet

T are compared
to experimental data [83,101] in the bottom panel of Fig. 1.
Our model calculations give nice descriptions of the experi-
mental data, and show that RAA goes up slowly with p jet

T . It
is interesting to observe that the nuclear modification factor
for reclustered LR jets with R = 1.0 is a bit smaller than the
one of inclusive jets with R = 0.4, which results from the
fact that with its specific jet-finding algorithm reclustered LR
jets exhibit quite different structures from inclusive jets with
conventional definition.

We plot the fraction of the subjet multiplicity of LR jet in
both p + p and Pb + Pb collisions in Fig. 2. As can be seen,
almost 70% of reclustered LR jets have only one subjet, and in
this case these reclustered LR jets are just inclusive jets with
R = 0.2. Besides, compared to p + p collisions, the fraction
of the LR jet with only a single subjet is a bit increased, while
the fraction of large-radius jets with complex substructures
is decreased. Those modifications indicate that jets with one
subjet may lose on average less energy than jets with multiple
subjets, and the change of jet substructure due to jet-medium
interactions may also play a role, which will be discussed in
more details later.

To illustrate the transverse momentum and jet cone depen-
dence of jet energy loss, we calculated the average pT reduc-
tion of reclustered LR jets with R = 1 as well as inclusive
jets with R = 0.2 and R = 0.4 in the medium as a func-
tion of jet transverse momentum p jet

T , shown in Fig. 3. In

Fig. 1 Distributions of reclustered LR jets and inclusive jets in both
p + p and Pb + Pb collisions with the comparison against the experi-
mental data [83,101] (top). Nuclear modification factor RAA(p jet

T ) of
reclustered LR jets and inclusive jets with comparison against the exper-
imental data [83,101] (bottom)

the calculations, partons within a distance R = 2.0 of the
reconstructed jet in each event are identified. These partons
are then used for the re-construction of the vacuum leading
jet in p + p collisions with a given jet-cone size R. They prop-
agate through the hot-dense medium through LBT and then
are collected as the medium modified jets with the same jet
algorithm.

The comparison between inclusive R = 0.2 and R = 0.4
jets in Fig. 3 shows that the averaged transverse momentum
loss is significantly reduced for inclusive jets with large jet
cone as expected in [39,49,52,61,98]. While the averaged
transverse momentum attenuation of reclustered LR jet with
R = 1.0 is a little larger than that of the inclusive jet with
R = 0.2.

The analysis in Fig. 3 shows that the fraction first increases
with p jet

T in the region p jet
T < 80 GeV/c, as also illustrated in

Refs. [58,102,103], and reaches its peak value (about 20%)
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Fig. 2 Number of the subjet of reclustered LR jets before and after
jet quenching and the comparison with ATLAS preliminary data (top
panel). Fraction of N-subjet of reclustered LR jet in Pb + Pb and p + p
collisions (bottom panel)

near p jet
T � 80 GeV/c, then goes down with p jet

T in the

region p jet
T > 80 GeV/c. The downtrend in the large p jet

T
region leads to slow increasing nuclear modification factor
with p jet

T .
We notice that the reclustered LR jet with R = 1 contain-

ing only one subjet is just the same with inclusive R = 0.2
jet. However, these reclustered LR jets with two subjets both
before and after jet quenching (denoted as “Reconstructed
2 → 2 subjets”), will lose much larger fraction of their ener-
gies than inclusive R = 0.2 jets. The ratios of average energy
loss �pT of the reclustered LR jet with two subjets both
before and after jet quenching, as well as the leading subjet
and subleading constituent to the initial jet energy p jet

T before
quenching are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3. Though
the leading subjets have relative smaller energy compared
to inclusive R = 0.2 jets, those small radius jets may lose
relative larger fraction of its energy compared to inclusive
R = 0.2 jets with larger transverse momentum. Therefore

Fig. 3 Fraction transverse momentum loss of reclustered LR jets as
well as inclusive jets as a function of jet transverse momentum in vac-
uum (top panel). Ratio of transverse momentum loss of reclusteed LR
jets with two subjets both before and after jet quenching as well as its
leading subjet and subleading constituent to initial LR jet pT evaluated
as a function of the vacuum p jet

T at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV (bottom panel)

we see that the leading subjets lose almost the same amount
of energy as the inclusive R = 0.2 jets. Besides, the sublead-
ing constituent will also lose some amount of energy. Con-
sequently, the energy loss of the reclustered LR jets should
be the sum of the individual subjets, and is found to be larger
than that of inclusive R = 0.2 jets at fixed p jet

T . As a result,
the nuclear modification factor for the reclustered LR jets
with R = 1.0 is a bit smaller than that for inclusive R = 0.2
jets.

To obtain a deeper understanding of the medium modifi-
cation on jet fragmentation pattern due to jet-medium inter-
actions, we calculated the medium modification on the hard-
est jet splitting processes. We recluster the large-R jet con-
stituents with kt jet algorithm [104] which combines the most
soft or the closest parton firstly. Therefore, the last step of
the combining procedure should be the hardest splitting pro-
cess. The splitting scales of the hardest splitting process are
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Fig. 4 Distributions of splitting scale in different reclustered LR jet
transverse momentum intervals in p + p collisions as well as the compar-
ison with the experimental data [83] (top panel). Nuclear modification
factor evaluated as a function of the splitting scale

√
d12 in different

reclustered LR jet transverse momentum intervals as well as the com-
parison with the experimental data [83] at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV (bottom

panel)

determined by clustering objects together according to their
distance from each other with the following distance defini-
tion:

d12 = min(p2
T 1, p

2
T 2) · �R2

12/R
2,

�R12 =
√

�φ2
12 + �y2

12 (3)

where pT 1, pT 2 are the constituent transverse momentum of
the hardest splitting, �φ12, �y12, �R12 are the azimuthal
angle, rapidity and distance between the two splitting con-
stituents respectively. For reclustered LR jets with only one
single subjet (SSJ),

√
d12 is equal to zero. In this work, distri-

bution of
√
d12 = 0 is shown in the bin 0 <

√
d12 < 7, and

donated as “SSJ” in Fig. 4. The distributions of reclustered
LR jets as a function of the splitting scale

√
d12 are calcu-

lated in four p jet
T intervals in p + p collisions and compared to

experimental data [83] in the top panel of Fig. 4. Our numer-
ical results show well agreement with the experimental data
in all p jet

T intervals.
The nuclear modification factors evaluated as a function

of
√
d12 in four p jet

T intervals are also calculated and com-
pared to the experimental data in the bottom panel of Fig. 4.
Our simulation results can provide well description to the
experimental measurements on the suppression of the split-
ting scale

√
d12. The distributions are all suppressed in Pb +

Pb collisions compared to p + p collisions in all p jet
T inter-

vals. The RAA sharply decreases with increasing
√
d12 for

small values of the splitting scale followed by flattening for
larger

√
d12.

We emphasize that the medium modifications on jet
√
d12

spectra are the combined result of both jet yields reduction
and the changes of the jet substructures in Pb + Pb collisions.
The magnitude of parton energy loss in the hot QGP may sig-
nificantly decrease the LR jet yields (for instance, see Fig. 2),
which then leads to an overall suppression of the nuclear
modification factor RAA(

√
d12). It is noted that the selection

bias [105–107] plays an important role for the reduction of jet
yields, for instance, the numerical analysis shows that for LR
jets with 200 < pPbPbT < 251 GeV/c in Pb + Pb at 5.02 TeV,
more than 60% of them originate from unquenched jets with
the same momentum interval 200 < pT < 251 GeV/c,
whereas less than 40% of them come from unquenched jets
with pT > 251 GeV/c. Figure 5 presents the distributions of
splitting scale

√
d12 with 200 < p jet

T < 251 GeV/c in p + p
and Pb + Pb collisions as well as the contribution fractions to√
d12 distributions from 2 → 2 process and 1 → 2 process

in Pb + Pb collisions. Here 2 → 2 stands for the process
which has 2 subjets both before and after quenching, and
gives leading contribution for those processes without the
change of subjet numbers (or jet substructures), since ≥ 3
subjets events are much rarer, whereas 1 subjet events give√
d12 = 0. The process 1 → 2 denotes the process which has

1 subjet before quenching but 2 subjets after quenching. We
observe in the bottom panel of Fig. 5 that 2 → 2 process gives
> 90% contributions in the region with

√
d12 > 30 GeV/c.

However it is noted that in small
√
d12 region the contri-

bution of 2 → 2 process has been reduced to about 50%,
and the modifications of jet substructure (for instance, the
process 1 → 2) will give significant contributions ( ∼ 50%
when

√
d12 ∼ 10 GeV/c), which are indispensable in mak-

ing a decent description of distributions of the splitting scale√
d12 in Pb + Pb collisions. Medium modifications on jet

substructure may alter
√
d12 distribution pattern, eg. 1 → 2

process, increasing the yield of jet with small splitting scale,
leads to less suppression in small splitting scale region, while
2 → 1 process, reducing the yield with large splitting scale,
leads to almost constant suppression in large splitting scale
region, as we may show below.
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Fig. 5 Distributions of splitting scale
√
d12 with 200 < p jet

T <

251 GeV/c in p + p and Pb + Pb collisions as well as the contribu-
tions from different processes in Pb + Pb (top), and the comparison
with experimental data [83]. The relative contribution fractions from
the process 2 → 2 (without changes of jet substructures) and 1 → 2
(with changes of jet substructures) to jet

√
d12 spectrum in Pb + Pb

(bottom)

According to the definition of the hardest splitting scale,√
d12 is strongly correlated with the transverse momentum

of soft-subjet pSubjetT (subjet with smaller energy) and �R12.
To illustrate the

√
d12 dependence suppression of RAA, we

calculated the modification of �R12 and the fragmentation
scale z in Fig. 6. The normalized distributions of �R12 and
z as well as their modification factors are presented in Fig. 6.
Both �R12 and z will be 0 for the large-radius jets with a
single subjet. In our calculations, we only show the results of
reclustered LR jets of a complex substructure with more than
one subjet, giving a non-zero

√
d12. We note that jets with dis-

tance �R12 < 0.2 may overlap with each other with a small
chance, and could be considered as one jet in most of cases.
The kinematic threshold for the subjets is p jet

T > 35 GeV/c,

thus zmin = (pSubjetT )min/(p
jet
T )max = 35/250 = 0.14.

Fig. 6 Normalized LR jet distributions as a function of the splitting
scale �R12 in p + p and Pb + Pb collisions as well as its modification
due to jet-medium interactions (top panel). Normalized distributions
calculated as a function of the splitting variable z = pmin

T /p jet
T in both

p + p and Pb + Pb collisions as well as its modification in Pb + Pb
collisions relative to p + p collisions

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV (bottom panel)

Besides, psubjetT can hardly exceed half of the LR jets trans-

verse momentum p jet
T , so the value of z is limited to the range

0.14–0.5.
As can be seen, the �R12 in the LR jets with complex

substructure are mostly focused on small distance region. An
enhancement in small distance region and a suppression in
large �R12 region are found in Pb + Pb collisions compared
to p + p collisions. It indicates that reclustered LR jets with
small splitting angle are less suppressed than those with large
splitting angle, which leads to larger value for RAA in small√
d12 region than that in large

√
d12 region. The modification

factor sharply decreases with �R12 for small values of the
splitting angle, followed by flattening for larger �R12 due to
the modification of jet fragmentation pattern, as displayed in
Fig. 8, which ultimately will lead to the

√
d12 dependence of

RAA in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 7 Average energy of the hardest splitting in different reclustered
jet transverse momentum intervals in p + p and Pb + Pb collisions as
a function of the splitting scale (top panel). The angle of the hardest
splitting in different reclustered LR jet transverse momentum intervals
in p + p and Pb + Pb collisions as a function of the splitting scale at√
sNN = 5.02 TeV (bottom panel)

In addition, the modification factor for the normalized
fragmentation scale z is greater than one in small z region and
is smaller than unity in large z region as shown in the bottom
panel of Fig. 6. The medium modification of z distribution
comes from two sources: the energy shift of jet and subjet
pT in the QGP, and the medium modifications on the internal
structure of the reclustered LR jet. We may come back to this
in detail in Fig. 10 by presenting more discussions.

In order to investigate how the hardest splitting is modified
due to jet-medium interactions, we need to have a detailed
understanding of the structure of the splitting. The aver-
age transverse momentum of soft-subjet pSubjetT (subjet with
smaller energy) of the hardest splitting as well as the angle of
the hardest splitting �R12 in different reclustered jet trans-
verse momentum intervals in p + p and Pb + Pb collisions
as a function of the splitting scale

√
d12 are presented in

Fig. 8 Contributions from different processes to reclustered LR jet
distributions as a function of the hardest jet splitting angle �R12
before jet quenching (BQ) and after jet quenching (AQ) respectively
at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV (top). Ratio of distributions from different pro-

cesses AQ to the distribution BQ (bottom). Detailed descriptions are in
the text

Fig. 7. We see, both the average subjet transverse momentum
〈pSubjetT 〉 and the distance between the splitting constituents
〈�R12〉 sharply increase with increasing

√
d12. There is no

surprise that 〈pSubjetT 〉 and 〈�R12〉 are strongly correlated to√
d12, however, further detailed analyses show that 〈pSubjetT 〉

is weakly correlated to 〈�R12〉. Besides, almost no difference
of the values 〈pSubjetT 〉 and 〈�R12〉 between p + p and Pb +

Pb collisions with the same jet transverse momentum p jet
T

can be observed. While the 〈pSubjetT 〉 and 〈�R12〉 are quite

different in different p jet
T intervals. 〈pSubjetT 〉 is much larger

for higher energy LR jets, while 〈�R12〉 is much smaller for
larger energy jets.Therefore, it is the change of the yields of
the value of pSubjetT and �R12 that lead to the deviation of the
nuclear modification factor from unity in Pb + Pb collisions
relative to p + p collisions.

To further explore the medium modification on the hard-
est jet splitting pattern, we calculate the contributions from
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different processes to both vacuum and medium-modified
reclustered LR jet distributions as a function of the jet
splitting angle �R12 and show the results in Fig. 8. The
picture shows the distribution of reclustered LR jets with
200 < p jet

T < 251 GeV/c after propagating through the
hot-dense medium. The fragmentation pattern of reclustered
LR jets with single subjet(denoted as “1”), giving zero �R12,
and multi-subjet( donated as “(≥ 2)”) processes,giving non-
zero �R12, are quite different. The changes of the fragmen-
tation patterns are separated into four processes: 1 → 1 ,
1 → (≥ 2) , (≥ 2) → 1, (≥ 2) → (≥ 2) due to propagating
through the hot-dense medium via LBT. We don’t plot the
contributions from 1 → 1 in the following.

Compared to the total distribution of the LR jets before
jet quenching(BQ), the total yield of medium-modified LR
jets after jet quenching(AQ) with splitting angle 0.2 <

�R12 < 0.35 is significantly increased, while is decreased
in the region �R12 > 0.35, which is similar with the results
in Fig. 6, indicating that jets with small splitting angle is
enhanced, while jets with large splitting angle is suppressed.
The modification patterns are also similar with the results of
JEWEL, QPYTHIA and PYQUEN with wide angle radiation
[77].

To illustrate the medium effect on jet structures, the com-
parison between jet distribution before (BQ) and after (AQ)
jet quenching in (≥ 2) → (≥ 2) processes is also shown
in Fig. 8. The distribution of (≥ 2) → (≥ 2) AQ is a little
suppressed in region 0.2 < �R12 < 0.25, while is moder-
ately enhanced in the region 0.25 < �R12 < 0.5 relative to
(≥ 2) → (≥ 2) BQ. And no distinctness is observed in large
angle region.

The �R12 dependence modification in (≥ 2) → (≥ 2)

processes is different with the modification pattern of total
distribution (or in Fig. 6), where large-radius jet yields with
large splitting angle jets will be reduced, and jet yields with
small splitting angle will be significantly increased in Pb +
Pb compared to p + p collisions.

For further illustration of the modification mechanism, we
also calculate other contributions to �R12 distributions.

On the one hand, 1 → (≥ 2) processes, leading to enah-
ncement of reclustered LR jet yields with (≥ 2) after jet
quenching, have considerable contributions to the reclustered
LR jets distributions in small �R12 region, especially, more
than 50% in the region 0.2 < �R12 < 0.25. Those pro-
cesses mainly come from the hard gluon radiation, which
will form a new subjet with other particles due to coherent
enhancement. The closer to the jet axis, the more energy will
be deposited because of jet-medium interactions. The yields
of those processes sharply decrease with increasing �R12.

On the other hand, some subjets will loss energy, leading to
that their final transverse momentum fall below the kinematic
cut. As a consequence of which, some reclustered LR jets
with complex substructures in vacuum will have only one sin-

Fig. 9 Medium modification on the hardest LR jet splitting angle�R12
from (≥ 2) → (≥ 2) processes to reclustered LR jet distributions as
a function of the hardest jet splitting angle �R12 of medium-modified
reclustered LR jets at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV

gle subjet after propagating through the hot-dense medium,
like (≥ 2) → 1 process. Those processes will reduce reclus-
tered LR jet yields. The contribution of those processes is
widely distributed in the whole space and leads to the reduc-
tion of absolute yields of jet with complex substructures due
to jet-medium interactions, which therefore gives rise to the
suppression of the reclustered LR jets in large splitting angle
�R12 region. And the contribution of 1 → (≥ 2) processes is
much larger than that of (≥ 2) → 1 processes in small angle
region, which results in the enhancement of the reclustered
LR jets in small splitting angle region.

To go a step further to see the modification of (≥ 2) →
(≥ 2) processes, we calculate the contributions from (≥
2) → (≥ 2) processes to reclustered LR jet distributions
as a function of the hardest jet splitting angle �R12 of
medium-modified large-radius jets that originate from dif-
ferent �Rp+p

12 regions and show the results in Fig. 9. As
mentioned above, large fraction of subjets with very high
energy would radiate hard gluons which would form a new
subjet due to coherent enhancement.

The splitting angle of those large-radius jets will be
changed due to the reclustering. As can be seen in Fig. 9,
large fraction of jets with splitting angle 0.2 < �R12 < 0.25
in vacuum will be much more broadened after propagat-
ing through the medium. While those jets with splitting
angle �R12 > 0.5 will be widely distributed, especially in
small �R12 region because the radiated subjets are mainly
deposited in 0.2 < �R12 < 0.35 region.

Finally, we present the contributions from different pro-
cesses to reclustered LR jet distributions as a function of
the jet splitting variable z for both vacuum and medium-
modified reclustered LR jets in Fig. 10. The z distribution
after jet quenching is moderately enhanced in small z region
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Fig. 10 Contributions from different processes to reclustered LR jet
distributions as a function of the hardest jet splitting function z of vac-
uum and medium-modified reclustered LR jets at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV

and suppressed in large z region in (≥ 2) → (≥ 2) processes
compared to the jets before propagating though the LBT. To
clarify the medium modification of z distribution, we express
the splitting variable z in medium as:

zAQ = pSubJetT,AQ

pJet
T,AQ

= pSubJetT,BQ · (1 − f SubJet )

pJet
T,BQ · (1 − f Jet )

= zBQ
(1 − f SubJet )

(1 − f Jet )
(4)

where zBQ and zAQ are the splitting variable z before and
after jet quenching, respectively. f SubJet and f Jet are energy
loss fractions of the reclusted LR jet and its subjet as shown
in Fig. 3. In the very small z region with relatively low sub-
jet pT , we have f SubJet < f Jet , thus find zAQ > zBQ .
Whereas at very large z region with high subjet pT , we
observe f SubJet > f Jet (see Fig. 3), which then gives
zAQ < zBQ .

Furthermore, we study the contribution from 1 → (≥ 2)

processes which increase the jet yields, and (≥ 2) → 1
processes which reduce the jet yields. As can be seen, the
contribution from 1 → (≥ 2) processes is larger than that
from (≥ 2) → 1 processes in the whole region, leading to
an overall enhancement of jet yields.

Combining the contributions of medium modifications
from three channels: (≥ 2) → (≥ 2) processes, (≥ 2) → 1
processes, and 1 → (≥ 2) processes, we find that both the
jet energy loss and the change of jet structure will give rise
to the enhancement of jet yield in the small z region, lead-
ing to large deviation in small z region. While jet energy
loss reduces the jet yield in large z region, and the change of
jet structure increases the jet yield. These two mechanisms
compete with each other in large z region, and give a mod-
erate difference in large z region in Pb + Pb collisions + Pb

compared to p + p collisions, eventually lead to the
√
d12

dependence of the nuclear modification factors.

4 Summary

We have carried out the first detailed theoretical investiga-
tion of the medium modification on the reclustered LR jets
production as well as its the hardest parton splitting in Pb +
Pb collisions relative to that in p + p collisions. The nuclear
modification factor of the reclustered LR jets evaluated as a
function of jet transverse momentum is a little smaller than
the value of inclusive R = 0.4 jets. A quantitative calculation
of the absolute amount of the transverse momentum missing
in the medium shows that reclustered LR jets will lose larger
fraction of its energy than inclusive R = 0.4 jets with the
same transverse momentum due to its complex structure. The
fraction of energy loss via jet quenching rapidly increases in
the region p jet

T < 80 GeV/c, and smoothly decreases with

increasing p jet
T when p jet

T > 80 GeV/c. As a result of which,
the nuclear modification factor for reclustered LR jet is a lit-
tle smaller than that of inclusive R = 0.4 jet and increases
smoothly with increasing p jet

T .
The jet spectrum evaluated as a function of the splitting

scale
√
d12 of the hardest parton splitting obtained from a

reclusting procedure is overall suppressed in Pb + Pb colli-
sions relative to p + p collisions and the nuclear modification
factor RAA sharply decreases with increasing

√
d12 for small

values of the splitting scale followed by flattening for larger√
d12. The suppression is a result of the reduction of jet yields

as well as the modification on the jet fragmentation pattern.
Jet energy loss dominates the modification in large splitting
scale region, while the change of jet fragmentation pattern via
different modification mechanism has almost 50% contribu-
tions in small splitting scales region.

√
d12 is strongly corre-

lated to the splitting angle �R12 and fragmentation function
z. A detailed calculation of the splitting angle �R12 and frag-
mentation function z shows that reclustered LR jet with small
splitting angle or small z is less suppressed, which lead to the√
d12 dependence of the nuclear modification pattern.
A further investigation on splitting angle �R12 from (≥

2) → (≥ 2) processes shows that jet yield is suppressed
in small �R12 < 0.25 region, while is enhanced in 0.25 <

�R12 < 0.5 region, and keeps unmodified in large �R12

region. Further, we find that (≥ 2) → 1 processes plays
a dominant role in the reduction of jet yields in large �R12

region. And the contribution of 1 → (≥ 2) processes is much
larger than that from (≥ 2) → 1 processes in small angle
region, which gives the enhancement of jet yield in small
�R12 region.

Finally, we demonstrate that in (≥ 2) → (≥ 2) processes
the z distribution in Pb + Pb is moderately enhanced in small
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z region and suppressed in large z region. In addition, con-
tribution from 1 → (≥ 2) processes is larger than that from
(≥ 2) → 1 processes in the whole region, which may mod-
erately increase the jet yields. The total contributions of these
three processes give rise to a large deviation in small z region
and moderate difference in large z region in Pb + Pb colli-
sions as compared to p + p collisions, and eventually leading
to the

√
d12 dependence of the nuclear modification factors.
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